MEETING OF 19 JULY 1985
HARMONIZED SYSTEM AND ARTICLE XXVIII NEGOTIATIONS

Detailed Agenda

I. Status of work on national conversions
   - National schedules and availability of documentation
   - Review of foreign conversions

II. Report of CCC activities

III. GATT common data base

IV. Technical consultations
   - Autumn work programme
   - Conclusion of technical consultations (Phase I)

V. Article XXVIII negotiations
   - Opening of negotiations
     (a) timing
     (b) need for formal decision
     (c) circulation of documentation
   - Legal procedures (see TAR/W/51)
     a) publication of results
     b) implementation of new rates
     c) presentation of HS schedules in loose-leaf form

   - Policy issues
     a) INRs
     b) definition of suppliers' rights
     c) review clause

VI. Secretariat technical assistance to developing countries
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